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Epidemic: German and Austrian Mayors Under 60
Are ‘Suddenly and Unexpectedly’ Dropping Dead
When did so many young and healthy middle-aged people, described as fit
and sporty, drop dead before 2020?
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***

Since December 2020, many sudden and unexpected deaths of mayors under 60 years old
have occurred in Germany and Austria. Questions are swirling about whether these elected
officials were overwhelmed by job stress, or could there be another reason for so many “fit
and healthy” politicians dying?

On  December  12,  2020,  41-year-old  CSU  Mayor  Dirk  Rosenbauer  collapsed  during  a
municipal council meeting and later died in a hospital in Coburg. The headline read, “At only
41 years old  – mayor from Bavaria collapses during council meeting – dead”.

We  are  all  completely  shocked  and  it  is  incomprehensible.  He  was  fit  and  healthy,
always  walked  his  dog  and  played  handball

Sadly, the headlines have been filled with similar cases for about two years. The names of
Mayors being added to the list of unexpected and sudden deaths seems to be growing
steadily.

The “Freie Bremer” channel on Telegram compiled a list of several such incidents, at least
15 known deaths in Germany and Austria in the period mentioned. However, the number of
unreported cases could be higher.

December. 12. 2020 41-year-old CSU Mayor Dirk Rosenbauer in Michelau, Germany. He
leaves behind a wife and two children.
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In September 2020, German Mayor Heinrich Suess died unexpectedly at the age of only 56

In  June  2020,  the  50-year-old  German  Mayor  of  Lenggries,  Markus  Landthaler,  died
unexpectedly.

https://www.infranken.de/lk/erlangenhoechstadt/weisendorf-buergermeister-ploetzlich-verstorben-gemeinde-trauert-um-heinrich-suess-art-5078684
https://www.merkur.de/lokales/bad-toelz/lenggries-ort28977/lenggries-buergermeister-markus-landthaler-herzinfarkt-tod-trauer-schock-wahl-13795782.html
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On September 15, 2021, the 47-year-old German Mayor of Limbach-Oberfrohna Jesko Vogel
died. He leaves behind a wife and two daughters. From 1991 to 2014, he was a player and
captain of the first handball team at BSV Limbach.

October 18, 2021, 57-year-old Deputy Mayor of Kindberg, Peter Sattler, diedsuddenly on a
hike.

https://www.blick.de/westsachsen/limbach-oberfrohna-oberbuergermeister-jesko-vogel-im-alter-von-47-jahren-verstorben-artikel11714399
https://www.blick.de/westsachsen/limbach-oberfrohna-oberbuergermeister-jesko-vogel-im-alter-von-47-jahren-verstorben-artikel11714399
https://www.kleinezeitung.at/steiermark/muerztal/6048691/Nachruf_Kindberger-Vizebuergermeister-Peter-Sattler-verstorben
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On October 21, 2021, the 60-year-old Mayor Christian Ruh of Bodolz on Lake Constance died
unexpectedly.

On Saturday, October 24, 2021, Burscheid’s Mayor Stefan Caplan died unexpectedly. He
was only 56 years old.

October 28, 2021, 59-year-old German Mayor Wolfgang Eckl “unexpectedly” died.

https://www.allgaeuhit.de/Bodensee-Bodolz-Buergermeister-von-Bodolz-am-Bodensee-ueberraschend-gestorben-article10047275.html
https://www.allgaeuhit.de/Bodensee-Bodolz-Buergermeister-von-Bodolz-am-Bodensee-ueberraschend-gestorben-article10047275.html
https://www1.wdr.de/nachrichten/rheinland/burscheider-buergermeister-stefan-caplan-gestorben-100.html
https://www1.wdr.de/nachrichten/rheinland/burscheider-buergermeister-stefan-caplan-gestorben-100.html
https://www.gemeindezeitung.de/homepage/index.php/inhalt/blickpunkte/nachruf/4323-gz-21-2021-blaibach-trauer-um-buergermeister-wolfgang-eckl
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November 27, 2021, Mayor Jochim Ruppert died unexpectedly on Friday evening at the age
of 59.

December 23, 2021, 54-year-old Schiltberg Mayor Fabian Streit died unexpectedly.

https://www.echo-online.de/lokales/darmstadt-dieburg/gross-umstadt/gross-umstadter-burgermeister-joachim-ruppert-ist-tot_24898401
https://www.gemeindezeitung.de/homepage/index.php/inhalt/blickpunkte/nachruf/4510-gz-1-2-2022-schiltberger-buergermeister-fabian-streit-verstorben
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March 5, 2022 Mauerkirchen Mayor Horst Gerner died unexpectedly at the age of 57

On March 23, 2022, Mayor Kristian W. Tangermann died unexpectedly. The Mayorof the
municipality of Lilienthal (Osterholz district) was only 45 years old.

https://www.tips.at/nachrichten/braunau/wirtschaft-politik/559794-mauerkirchens-buergermeister-horst-gerner-mit-57-jahren-ueberraschend-verstorben
https://www.ndr.de/nachrichten/niedersachsen/oldenburg_ostfriesland/Lilienthal-Buergermeister-Tangermann-ueberraschend-verstorben,tangermann104.html
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On March 26,  2022,  Christian Maurer,  a  38-year-old  mayor  in  Upper  Austria,  died.  He
collapsed on March 21 during a municipal  council  meeting and died days later  in  the
hospital. Doctors could not repair Maurer’s cerebral hemorrhage. The local politician leaves
behind his wife and their six-week-old son.

On March 29, 2022, The incumbent Mayor of Waldshut-Tiengen, Joachim Baumert, died
unexpectedly over the weekend at the age of 57. 

https://report24.news/hirnblutung-junger-oevp-buergermeister-38-faellt-waehrend-sitzung-ins-koma-stirbt-spaeter/'
https://report24.news/hirnblutung-junger-oevp-buergermeister-38-faellt-waehrend-sitzung-ins-koma-stirbt-spaeter/'
https://www.imsueden.de/das-neue-radio-seefunk/buergermeister-ueberraschend-verstorben-169422/
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On March 31, The third mayor of Coburg, Thomas Nowak, died suddenly and unexpectedly
at the age of 53.

On April  1,  2022,  the First  Mayor  of  Pfaffenhausen and trained police officer  Franz Renftle
died at the age of 54.

https://www.merkur.de/bayern/coburg-thomas-nowak-buergermeister-tod-krankheit-sauerteig-news-bayern-91450066.html
https://www.merkur.de/bayern/schwaben/mindelheim-kurier/pfaffenhausen-buergermeister-franz-renftle-ist-verstorben-91450265.html
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When will  authorities investigate these cases more closely? Of course, not all  of  these
Mayors have necessarily died from the exact cause. However, when did so many young and
healthy middle-aged people, described as healthy and sporty, drop dead before 2020?

Are the numbers of the Mayor’s unexpectedly dying the same as in the past? Perhaps it
could be? But shouldn’t the authorities compare previous statistics and share them with the
public? Looking the other way or downplaying the number of unexpected deaths of younger
and seemingly healthy Mayors only adds to people’s fears. Furthermore, it is creating even
more rumors and “conspiracies.” If there is, in fact, a problem, it should be of concern to the
government. After all, it’s government officials who are dropping dead in numbers.

RIP to all of the Mayors who have passed.

*
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